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 And you can do the same thing with music. **Lisa Costello:** But you can do the same thing with audio, right? I know that.
**Carol-Anne M. Lee:** Yeah, the difference is you can do that with video. **Lisa Costello:** Oh, okay. **Carol-Anne M.
Lee:** If you're into music, you know, if you have a whole bunch of long audio clips of your friend talking or something, you

can make a loop out of it. But you can't do the same with video, unless you do something with like 2D video editing or
something like that. **Lisa Costello:** Oh. **Carol-Anne M. Lee:** But that's just a workflow decision. **Lisa Costello:**
Yeah, I didn't know that. **Carol-Anne M. Lee:** Well, there's definitely tools that can do it. **Lisa Costello:** That makes
sense. **Carlisia Pinto:** Thanks, Carol-Anne. **Carol-Anne M. Lee:** I think this is a big example of how we're moving
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away from any kind of prescriptive language or canned solutions or just being told, "You need to do this" or "You need to do
that." I think that's an important thing because in some cases, just knowing the ingredients of something is just kind of an

iterative process. You can never just plan everything out before you start building something. **Carlisia Pinto:** I think that's
right. **Lisa Costello:** I think that's right. **Carlisia Pinto:** Yeah, I think just... we always have to be adaptable. I think you
need to be really agile in the creative process. **Lisa Costello:** Sure. **Carlisia Pinto:** And I think that's a great lesson that
we can apply to any programming languages that we're learning or any tooling that we're learning. **Lisa Costello:** I like that.

I also love that you've got a broad, nonspecific, nondescript subject. It makes it easier to just pick up and use. **Carlisia
Pinto:** We can't think about it from the start 82157476af
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